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To evaluate the effect of nonparallel end face of rocklike specimens in SHPB tests, the characteristics of energy dissipation are analyzed based on numerical simulations for end-face nonparallelism from 0% to 0.40% and Young’s modulus from 14 GPa to 42 GPa. With the increment of end-face nonparallelism, both energy consumption density and dissipated energy density show a slight increase trend, while releasable elastic strain energy density presents a slight decrease trend. Existence of elastic unloading in the damaged rocklike specimen leads to a reduction of energy consumption density and a constant dissipated energy density during total strain shrinkage. At peak dynamic stress, dissipated energy density presents a linear upward trend with the increment of end-face nonparallelism and Young’s modulus, while releasable elastic strain energy density shows an inverse trend. A binary linear regression equation is deduced to estimate the energy dissipation ratio. Mechanical damage evolution of the rocklike specimen is divided into two regions in line with the two regions in dynamic stress-strain curves, and the transition between the slow-growth region and rapid-growth region is shifted to the right with the increment of end-face nonparallelism. Due to the presence of nonparallel end face, fluctuation presents in energy density evolution and mechanical damage evolution. The fluctuation is enhanced with the increment of end-face nonparallelism and weakened with the increase of Young’s modulus. Based on energy density evolution and mechanical damage evolution analyses, the maximum end-face nonparallelism should be controlled within 0.20%, twice the value in ISRM suggested methods, which reduces the cost and time for processing rocklike specimens.

1. Introduction

The split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB), also known as Kolsky bar, is an extensive, convenient, and reliable technique to characterize the behaviors of solid materials at a high strain rate, mainly in the range of $10^2$–$10^3 \text{s}^{-1}$ [1]. It is widely used to quantify the dynamic properties of metallic materials [2, 3]. Then, it is generalized to brittle material, such as concrete [4], ceramics [5], frozen soil [6], and rocks [7, 8]. To overcome the major limitations of SHPB apparatus for rocklike materials, pulse-shaping technique or changing the shape of the striker is employed to generate a ramped incident stress wave [9], and some fundamental issues in the SHPB test are also analyzed for rocklike materials [10]. Test methods based on the SHPB apparatus are suggested by ISRM to determine the dynamic properties of the rock material [11].

With the development of SHPB technique, the accuracy and precision of dynamic mechanical characteristics are the key issues for SHPB tests. Based on numerical simulations, six types of incident bar misalignment in SHPB apparatus are investigated, and the distorted signal generated by bar misalignment is mainly induced by the presence of flexural modes of vibration and affects the SHPB test results adversely [12]. To evaluate the effects of imperfect condition on incident stress waves, both experiments and numerical
simulations are carried out, and the inclination and indentation of impact end-surface show a great impact on incident stress waves [13]. For a physical SHPB apparatus, the errors induced by imperfect impact interface and bar misalignment can be minimized and eliminated by aligning and manufacturing the bars precisely. In SHPB tests, the pending tested specimen is sandwiched between the incident bar and transmitted bar. Considering the processing accuracy of the specimen, the specimen geometry imperfections on SHPB tests for ductile materials are analyzed from the reflected wave, transmitted wave, and dynamic stress-strain curve, and the error induced by specimen geometry imperfections is small for ductile materials and can be neglected when imperfection angles no larger than 0.3” [14]. While for rocklike materials, the specimen geometry imperfections in SHPB test is more adverse than ductile martials. When end-face nonparallelism is within 0.40%, the nonparallel end face shows a small and negligible influence on dynamic stress, while it shows a great impact on dynamic strain and strain rate [15]. According to ISRM suggested test methods [11], cylinder rock specimens with diameter of 50 mm and length-to-diameter ratio of 0.5 are widely used in SHPB tests. Each rock specimen is processed through drilling, cutting, and grinding processes [16]. For short cylinder rock specimen, the processing accuracy and precision are very difficult to control, especially the perpendicularity of two ends to the axis. Besides, high processing accuracy and precision of rock specimens are always related with expensive manufacturing technologies and long processing time. By analyzing the end-face nonparallel effect in the SHPB test, the allowable processing deviation is investigated to reduce the cost and save the processing time without affecting the reliability of SHPB tests.

The deformation and failure of rock can be considered as an irreversible process of energy dissipation [17]. Therefore, energy dissipation of the rock under dynamic loads can be studied based on SHPB tests [18] and is becoming a major issue in rock mechanics and rock engineering [19, 20].

Considering the processing deviation of the rocklike specimen, numerical simulations of SHPB tests are conducted for nonparallel end-face rocklike specimens with various Young’s moduli by LS-DYNA. During numerical simulation, end-face nonparallelism ranges from 0.0% to 0.40%, and Young’s modulus ranges from 14 GPa to 42 GPa. Then, energy density dissipation is analyzed to reveal the effect of end-face nonparallelism. As mechanical damage evolution is closely related with energy dissipation, the influence of nonparallel end face on mechanical damage evolution is also studied.

2. Setup of 3D Numerical Model for SHPB Test and Verification

2.1. Setup of 3D Numerical Model. Based on the physical Ø50 mm SHPB apparatus, a series of 3D finite element models without a striker are set up to conduct SHPB tests for rocklike materials. Basically, a typical SHPB apparatus consists of a striker, an incident bar, and a transmitted bar. As shown in Figure 1, an incident bar, a rocklike specimen, and a transmitted bar are considered and built in a 3D finite element model, and the nonparallel end face of the rocklike specimen is contacted with the transmitted bar. The length and diameter for both incident and transmitted bars are 2000 mm and 50 mm, respectively. In numerical simulation of SHPB tests, an automatic single surface contact is employed for the contact between two elastic bars and rocklike specimen. Automatic single surface contact is the simplest type of contact with no definition of contact or target surface, and LS-DYNA automatically determines which surfaces within a model may come into contact. As lubricant, such as Vaseline, is applied on both ends of rocklike specimen in physical SHPB tests, the friction effect between elastic bars and rocklike specimen is eliminated. Therefore, the interfacial friction effect is negligible in numerical simulations.

ANSYS is used to prepare 3D finite element models, and the SOLID164 element with one integration point is employed to save the computer time [15, 21]. The SOLID164 element is an eight-node solid hexahedron element in explicit dynamic analyses. After establishing 3D finite element model, a key-word file is output from ANSYS and is modified for LS-DYNA by applying the Holmquist–Johnson–Cook (HJC) model to the rocklike specimen. In numerical simulations, the mesh sensitivity is evaluated by a dimensionless mesh parameter, the ratio of smallest model size to largest element size. According to the research of Kariem et al. [12], numerical simulation results is insensitive to the mesh smaller than 1.5 mm. Considering the smallest model size is the diameter, 12.7 mm, the critical dimensionless mesh parameter is about 8.5 for SHPB numerical simulation. Then, a dimensionless mesh parameter of 10 is chosen and both incident bar and transmitted bar consist of 60000 hexahedron elements. Considering small nonparallel end face, a finer mesh is employed for the rocklike specimen and rocklike specimen consists of 60000 hexahedron elements. Hence, a total of 180000 hexahedron elements are involved in a 3D finite element model.

In physical SHPB tests, a compressive loading stress wave is generated by launching a striker impacting on the incident bar. For traditional rectangular compressive stress wave, premature failure of the rocklike specimen before stress equilibrium makes test results unreliable. Moreover, high signal oscillation presents in rectangular compressive stress wave due to the wave dispersion [22]. Therefore, the traditional rectangular compressive loading stress wave should be modified. Half-sine loading stress wave generated by a cone-shape striker proves to be a suitable, rational, and effective waveform for rocklike materials with good immunity to premature failure before stress equilibrium, geometric dispersion effect, and Pochhammer–Chree oscillation [11, 22–24]. Moreover, half-sine loading stress wave gives the possibility to an approximate constant strain rate condition. According to the typical example of dynamic stress balance analysis in ISRM suggested test methods [11], the amplitude and duration of half-sine loading stress for numerical simulation is assumed to be 260 MPa and 240 μs, respectively. As no striker is in the 3D finite element model, the half-sine loading stress wave is straightly loaded on the front-end face of the incident bar.
The rocklike specimen with a length to diameter ratio of 0.5 is modeled and sandwiched between the incident bar and transmitted bar [11]. During specimen processing, the end faces of the rocklike specimen can be easily grinded to be smooth and flat. As the length to diameter ratio is just 0.5, it is very difficult to control the parallelism between two end faces. End-face nonparallelism, \( \gamma \), which is a measure of nonparallel deviation, is defined as the ratio of maximum height deviation \( \delta \) to average height \( h \), and it varies from 0% to 0.40% with an increment of 0.05% [15, 21]. Hence, the corresponding maximum height deviation ranges from 0 mm to 0.10 mm.

2.2. Constitutive Models and Material Parameters. As for the dynamic characteristics test of rocklike materials, the incident and transmitted bars in physical SHPB apparatus are all made of a homogenous and isotropic alloy steel, and they keep in a linear elastic deformation state during SHPB tests. Therefore, the elastic constitutive model for an isotropic elastic material in LS-DYNA is selected for both incident and transmitted bars. According to the alloy steel properties in physical SHPB apparatus, the density, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio are set as 7.85 g/cm\(^3\), 210 GPa, and 0.30, respectively.

Considering the high strain rate in SHPB tests, the HJC constitutive model, for materials subjected to large strain, high strain rate, and high pressure in LS-DYNA, is employed for the rocklike specimen [15, 25–27]. Young’s modulus varies from 14 GPa to 42 GPa with an increment of 7 GPa. When Young’s modulus of rocklike material is 28 GPa, material parameters of HJC constitutive model are shown in Table 1.

As five kinds of Young’s moduli is considered, related material parameters of the HJC constitutive model should be modified with Young’s modulus. In the HJC constitutive model, shear modulus \( G \) and crushing volumetric strain \( \mu_c \) change with Young’s modulus, and they can be expressed as follows:

\[
G = \frac{E}{2(1 + \nu)},
\]

\[
\mu_c = \frac{p_c}{K} = \frac{p_c (1 - 2\nu)}{E},
\]

2.3. Verification of 3D Numerical Model. In line with the physical SHPB test, four hexahedron elements at the same cross section referring to pair strain gages symmetrically mounted on the surface of the bars are chosen to export \( Z \)-direction stress-time histories for stress uniformity analyses [21]. When Young’s modulus is 28 GPa, acquired incident stress \( \sigma(t)_I \), reflected stress \( \sigma(t)_R \), and transmitted stress \( \sigma(t)_T \) for parallel rocklike specimen are illustrated in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, the acquired incident stress wave is consistent with applied half-sine incident loading stress wave. Compared with the SHPB test results in ISRM suggested test methods [11] and literature [23], it can be found that the waveforms of acquired stress waves are similar with SHPB test results and a clear flat region is also presented in reflected stress wave. Slight difference is the result of different incident stress amplitudes and HJC material parameters. When failure occurs, deleting the failure rocklike specimen in numerical simulation leads to stress wave reflecting to incident bar, which causes a second peak in the reflected stress wave.

The fundamental assumptions of SHPB technique are one-dimensional stress wave propagation and stress uniformity [1, 7, 10]. To verify the numerical simulation results of SHPB tests, stress-time histories at two ends of rocklike specimens are compared and the unbalance stress is also checked [21, 28, 29]. Numerical model verifications are performed for parallel end-face rocklike specimen with Young’s modulus of 14 GPa, 21 GPa, 28 GPa, 35 GPa, and 42 GPa. According to acquired incident stress \( \sigma(t)_I \), reflected stress \( \sigma(t)_R \), and transmitted stress \( \sigma(t)_T \) exporting from numerical simulations, the stress-time histories on two ends of parallel end-face rocklike specimens are illustrated in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the unbalance stress, defined as \( \sigma(t)_I + \sigma(t)_R - \sigma(t)_T \), is also presented.

As shown in Figure 3, stress-time histories on two ends of parallel end-face rocklike specimens are basically the same, and the unbalanced stress is very small and can be omitted. Therefore, the stress uniformity state is achieved during numerical simulation, and the 3D finite element model is valid for the following energy dissipation analyses. Besides, the duration of transmitted stress wave extends with the increase of Young’s modulus of the HJC constitutive model.

3. Energy Dissipation Analyses during SHPB Tests

3.1. Energy Evolution Analyses. When half-sine loading stress wave propagates in an elastic steel bar, both elastic deformation and motion are generated in elastic steel bars.
The energy carried by stress wave is composed of elastic strain energy and kinetic energy, and the elastic strain energy is basically equal to the kinetic energy for the elastic stress wave [30]. The energy carried by incident stress wave, reflected stress wave, and transmitted stress wave can be calculated as follows [18, 19, 30]:

\[
W_i = \frac{AC_E}{E} \int \sigma(t)^2 dt, \quad i = I, R, T,
\]

where \(\sigma(t)\) and \(\varepsilon(t)\) denote the stress-time history and strain-time history in elastic bars, and the subscript \(i\) can be \(I, R,\) and \(T\), which refer to incident stress wave, reflected stress wave, and transmitted stress wave, respectively. \(E, A,\) and \(C\) are the Young’s modulus, cross-sectional area, and longitudinal wave velocity of elastic bars, respectively.

An isothermal process is assumed in SHPB tests, and there is no heat exchange with the external environment. According to the first law of thermodynamics, also known as the energy conservation law, the absorption energy of rocklike specimen can be expressed as follows by neglecting the energy loss in SHPB tests [31, 32]:

\[
W_L = W_I - W_R - W_T = \frac{AC_E}{E} \int \sigma(t)^2 dt - \frac{AC_E}{E} \int \sigma(t)^2 dt - \frac{AC_E}{E} \int \sigma(t)^2 dt.
\]

According to the fundamental assumption of SHPB technique, stress uniformity, equation (3) can be rewritten as follows:

\[
W_L = \frac{AC_E}{E} \int 2\sigma(t) \sigma(t) dt.
\]

Table 1: Material parameters of HJC constitutive model for rocklike material [15, 25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\rho) (g/cm(^3))</th>
<th>(F_C) (GPa)</th>
<th>(A)</th>
<th>(B)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
<th>(SF_{\text{MAX}})</th>
<th>(G) (GPa)</th>
<th>(D_1)</th>
<th>(D_2)</th>
<th>(N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E_{\text{MIN}})</td>
<td>(T) (MPa)</td>
<td>(\rho_C) (MPa)</td>
<td>(\mu_C)</td>
<td>(p_l)</td>
<td>(\mu_L)</td>
<td>(K_1) (GPa)</td>
<td>(K_2) (GPa)</td>
<td>(K_3) (GPa)</td>
<td>(F_S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>43.33</td>
<td>0.00278</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>−171</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Acquired incident, reflected, and transmitted stresses when Young’s modulus is 28 GPa.

Based on equations (2) and (4), time histories of incident energy, reflected energy, transmitted energy, and absorption energy for parallel end-face rocklike specimen with Young’s modulus of 28 GPa are illustrated in Figure 4.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the foregoing energies increase with the increment of loading time, and the transmitted energy accounts for most of incident energy.

3.2. Effect of Nonparallel End Face on Reflected, Transmitted, and Absorption Energies. As only one type of half-sine loading stress wave is considered, the incident energy, namely, the whole input energy, is a constant value, 388.78 J. Based on SHPB numerical simulations, the variation of reflected energy and transmitted energy with the increment of end-face nonparallelism \(\gamma\) is illustrated in Figure 5.
As shown in Figure 5, with the increment of end-face nonparallelism, reflected energy shows a slight increase trend, while transmitted energy presents a slight decrease trend. Moreover, for a constant end-face nonparallelism, the reflected energy decreases with the increase of Young’s modulus, while the transmitted energy shows an inverse trend. These results are consistent with the characteristics of stress wave propagation. As described in the research of Yuan et al. [21], the amplitude of reflected stress wave gradually rises with the increment of end-face non-parallelism and decreases with the increase of Young’s modulus, while the amplitude of transmitted stress wave shows an opposite variation trend.

Figure 6 shows the variation of total absorption energy with the increment of end-face nonparallelism.

As illustrated in Figure 6, total absorption energy shows a general upward trend with the increment of end-face nonparallelism and an overall downward trend with the increase of Young’s modulus of the HJC constitutive model. When Young’s modulus is within 28 GPa, there is almost a linear relation between total absorption energy and end-face nonparallelism, and the slope of the linear trend for Young’s modulus of 14 GPa, 21 GPa, and 28 GPa is small and roughly the same. While for Young’s modulus of 35 GPa and 42 GPa, a rapid increase of total absorption energy is followed by a slow linear variation. According to the dynamic stress-strain curve [15], there is an elastic unloading and total strain shrinkage due to slight broken or damage of the rocklike specimen. As a result of the presence of elastic unloading, the absorption energy releases during the unloading phase. The rapid increase of total absorption energy indicates a quick decrease of released absorption energy. As energy dissipation is closely related with damage evolution, the total damage of the rocklike specimen after SHPB tests also increases rapidly with end-face nonparallelism increasing from 0.20% to 0.35% for Young’s modulus of 35 GPa and from 0.30% to 0.40% for Young’s modulus of 42 GPa.

3.3. Characteristics of Energy Density Evolution. To illustrate the effect of energy dissipation per unit volume, energy consumption density, also known as specific energy absorption, is defined as the energy consumed for breaking the rocklike specimen per unit volume. Therefore, the energy consumption density presents a similar variation trend to absorption energy. In one-dimensional loading condition, energy consumption density is defined as the area of dynamic stress-strain curve and can be calculated as follows:

$$ U = \frac{W_I}{V_s} = \int \sigma \, d\varepsilon = \int \sigma \dot{\varepsilon} \, dt = \int \sigma(t) \frac{2C}{E} \sigma(t)_R \frac{dt}{t_s} = C \frac{E}{l_s} \int 2\sigma(t)_R \sigma(t)_R dt, $$

where $V_s$ and $l_s$ are the volume and length of the rocklike specimen and $U$ is the energy consumption density.

According to the research of Wang et al. [20], the energy consumption of a rocklike material consists of dissipated energy and releasable elastic strain energy. The releasable elastic strain energy density and dissipated energy density can be calculated as follows:
Dynamic stress presents a linear upward trend with the strain, which can be obtained from the dynamic stress-strain curve and dissipated energy density, respectively.

Based on equations (5)–(7), the energy density evolution curves of the rocklike specimens are illustrated in Figure 7.

Obviously from Figure 7, both Young’s modulus of the HJC constitutive model and end-face nonparallelism affect energy density evolution. On the one hand, both energy consumption density and dissipated energy density increase with the increment of end-face nonparallelism, while releasable elastic strain energy density reduces slightly. On the other hand, all three energy densities decrease with the increase of Young’s modulus of the HJC constitutive model. It is worth mentioning that the presence of elastic unloading in slight broken or damaged rocklike specimen leads to an obvious total strain shrinkage after peak dynamic stress, which causes release of elastic strain energy density and reduction of energy consumption density. Therefore, the dissipated energy density is approximately a constant value with the shrinkage of total strain, and the final dissipated energy density increases with the increment of end-face nonparallelism.

Due to the nonparallel end face, fluctuation presents in reflected stresses and transmitted stresses [21]. Hence, fluctuation also presents in the evolution of both releasable elastic strain energy density and dissipated energy density. The larger the end-face nonparallelism is, the greater the fluctuation appears. The larger the Young’s modulus is, the weaker the fluctuation is.

### 3.4. Energy Dissipation and Elastic Energy Release at Peak Dynamic Stress

Under uniaxial compression, a typical complete stress-strain curve consists of five stages, crack closure, elastic, cracking, postfailure, and residual, and the idealized stress-strain curve can be basically divided into two regions, prefailure region and postfailure region [33]. In numerical simulation, both the crack closure and residual stages cannot be presented for no crack in the finite element model and elements deleted after failure. Therefore, at the end of postfailure, the dissipated energy density is basically equal to the energy consumption density due to residual stress approaching zero. The critical point between elastic and cracking stages is difficult to determine, while the critical point between cracking or prefailure and postfailure is easy to determine, which is the peak dynamic stress. Considering the critical point between prefailure and postfailure regions, the detail energy densities at the peak dynamic stress are calculated and listed in Table 2. The releasable elastic strain energy density and dissipated energy density at the peak dynamic stress are marked as $U_e^p$ and $U_d^p$, respectively.

As shown in Table 2, dissipated energy density at the peak dynamic stress presents a linear upward trend with the increment of end-face nonparallelism and Young’s modulus, while releasable elastic strain energy density at the peak dynamic stress shows a linear downward trend. The smaller the Young’s modulus is, the more obvious the effect of end-face nonparallelism is.

In order to study the influence of nonparallel end face on energy dissipation characteristics, the energy dissipation ratio $K_p$ is defined as dividing dissipated energy density by energy consumption density at the peak dynamic stress and can be calculated as follows:

$$K_p = \frac{U_d}{U_e}$$  \hfill (8)

With the increment of end-face nonparallelism, energy dissipation ratios for various Young’s moduli are drawn in Figure 8.

As clearly illustrated in Figure 8, the energy dissipation ratio increases linearly with the increment of end-face nonparallelism, and the growth trends for various Young’s moduli are approximate parallel to each other. The smaller Young’s modulus is, the less the energy dissipation ratio is. Linear regression equations with constant slope and different intercepts are employed. Linear regression equations can be expressed as follows:

$$K_p = 0.23y + C,$$  \hfill (9)

where $C$ is the intercept of linear regression equation.

Intercept $C$ is closely related with Young’s modulus of the HJC constitutive model. There is also a linear relation between the intercept $C$ and Young’s modulus. A linear regression equation is also employed by a dimensionless Young’s modulus $E'$ and can be expressed as follows:

$$C = 0.22E' + 0.129 = 0.22 \frac{E - E_{min}}{E_{max} - E_{min}} + 0.129,$$  \hfill (10)

where $E_{max}$ and $E_{min}$ are maximum and minimum value of considered Young’s modulus, which are 42 GPa and 14 GPa, respectively.

Hence, with end-face nonparallelism and dimensionless Young’s modulus as variables, a binary linear regression equation is deduced for energy dissipation ratio and is expressed as follows:

$$K_p = 0.23y' + 0.22E' + 0.129,$$  \hfill (11)

### 4. Mechanical Damage Evolution Based on Energy Density Analyses

As deformation and failure progress of the rocklike material is also the progress of energy dissipation, mechanical damage can be defined as the ratio of dissipated energy density to total energy consumption density, which can be calculated as follows [20]:

$$D = \frac{U_d}{U_e}$$  \hfill (12)
For a certain dynamic stress-strain curve, the total energy consumption density $U$ is a definite value. For rocklike specimens with total strain shrinkage in the dynamic stress-strain curve, total energy consumption density is reduced during the release of elastic strain energy in total strain shrinkage. If total energy consumption density is used for the rocklike specimen with strain shrinkage, the mechanical damage is approximate to 1, which is inconsistent with the slight broken or damaged rocklike specimen in numerical simulations. Hence, energy consumption density at the peak

![Figure 7: Energy density evolution curves of the rocklike specimen.](image)

| $\gamma$ (%) | 14 GPa $U_e^c$ | 14 GPa $U_e^d$ | 14 GPa $U_d^c$ | 14 GPa $U_d^d$ | 21 GPa $U_e^c$ | 21 GPa $U_e^d$ | 21 Gpa $U_d^c$ | 21 Gpa $U_d^d$ | 28 GPa $U_e^c$ | 28 GPa $U_e^d$ | 28 Gpa $U_d^c$ | 28 Gpa $U_d^d$ | 35 GPa $U_e^c$ | 35 Gpa $U_e^d$ | 35 GPa $U_d^c$ | 35 GPa $U_d^d$ | 42 GPa $U_e^c$ | 42 GPa $U_e^d$ | 42 GPa $U_d^c$ | 42 Gpa $U_d^d$ |
|---------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| 0             | 1.808          | 0.260          | 1.372          | 0.344          | 1.101          | 0.416          | 0.947          | 0.409          | 0.818          | 0.422          | 0.05           | 1.802          | 0.254          | 1.368          | 0.378          | 1.100          | 0.431          | 0.941          | 0.453          | 0.809          | 0.442          |
| 0.05          | 1.803          | 0.319          | 1.356          | 0.394          | 1.098          | 0.420          | 0.937          | 0.445          | 0.804          | 0.459          | 0.10           | 1.791          | 0.280          | 1.350          | 0.393          | 1.092          | 0.447          | 0.937          | 0.450          | 0.806          | 0.462          |
| 0.15          | 1.791          | 0.319          | 1.356          | 0.394          | 1.098          | 0.420          | 0.937          | 0.445          | 0.804          | 0.459          | 0.20           | 1.790          | 0.303          | 1.343          | 0.407          | 1.092          | 0.468          | 0.937          | 0.471          | 0.809          | 0.476          |
| 0.25          | 1.786          | 0.348          | 1.342          | 0.415          | 1.093          | 0.473          | 0.936          | 0.492          | 0.808          | 0.511          | 0.30           | 1.773          | 0.384          | 1.330          | 0.448          | 1.081          | 0.507          | 0.938          | 0.526          | 0.805          | 0.548          |
| 0.35          | 1.742          | 0.439          | 1.316          | 0.483          | 1.070          | 0.539          | 0.935          | 0.565          | 0.808          | 0.581          | 0.40           | 1.708          | 0.471          | 1.286          | 0.534          | 1.051          | 0.582          | 0.923          | 0.599          | 0.799          | 0.629          |
5. Discussion on Allowable Processing Deviation

For parallel end face rocklike specimens, the dynamic stress-strain curve for various Young’s moduli is illustrated in Figure 10.

As obvious in Figure 10, Young’s modulus has a great impact on the shape of the dynamic stress-strain curve. When Young’s modulus is 35 GPa or 42 GPa, an elastic unloading with total strain shrinkage is presented, which indicates a slight breakage of the rocklike specimen. In the elastic unloading phase, the energy consumption decreases with total strain shrinkage due to the release of elastic strain energy. With the increment of end-face nonparallelism, the elastic unloading phase diminishes gradually; therefore, releasable elastic strain energy in elastic unloading also decreases. Hence, the reduction of energy consumption density for Young’s modulus of 42 GPa in Figure 7 decreases with the increment of end-face nonparallelism. With the continuous increases of end-face nonparallelism for Young’s modulus of 35 GPa and 42 GPa, the curve shape of both dynamic stress-strain and energy evolution is changed, and then the mechanical damage evolution is also changed, which makes the SHPB test results unreliable.

Dynamic characteristics, energy density evolution, and mechanical damage evolution are desired by conducting SHPB tests. Both nonparallel end face and Young’s modulus have a great impact on SHPB test results of rocklike specimens. Young’s modulus of the rocklike material is an intrinsic characteristic of pending tested rocklike materials, and it is unknown before the test. In order to make the SHPB test results reliable, the errors induced by the rocklike specimen processing deviation should be controlled within an acceptable level. It is infeasible to give an allowable processing deviation for various Young’s moduli of rocklike materials. Therefore, a common practice is given an allowable processing deviation without regard to Young’s modulus.

When end-face nonparallelism is 0.20%, the curve shape of both energy density evolution and mechanical damage evolution remain unchanged, and the error induced by nonparallel end face is small. According to above analyses, maximum end-face nonparallelism can be controlled within 0.20%, namely, the allowable processing deviation is 0.05 mm for 25 mm height rocklike specimen, which is twice the value in ISRM suggested methods [11]. Hence, the cost and time for processing rocklike specimens can be reduced.

6. Conclusions

Regarding nonparallel end face of rocklike specimens in SHPB tests, numerical simulations have been performed.
with end-face nonparallelism varying from 0% to 0.40% and Young’s modulus ranging from 14 GPa to 42 GPa. Then, the characteristics of energy dissipation and mechanical damage are analyzed to evaluate the effects of nonparallel end face. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) With the increment of end-face nonparallelism, both absorption energy and reflected energy show a slight increase trend, while transmitted energy presents a slight decrease trend.

(2) Both energy consumption density and dissipated energy density increase with the increment of end-face nonparallelism, while releasable elastic strain energy density reduces slightly. Due to the presence of nonparallel end face, fluctuation presents in the evolution of both releasable elastic strain energy density and dissipated energy density. The fluctuation is enhanced with the increment of end-face nonparallelism and weakened with the increase of Young’s modulus.

(3) At the peak dynamic stress, dissipated energy density presents a linear upward trend with the increment of end-face nonparallelism and Young’s modulus, while releasable elastic strain energy density shows a linear downward trend. A binary linear regression equation is deduced to estimate energy dissipation ratio with end-face nonparallelism and Young’s modulus.

(4) In line with two regions in the dynamic stress-strain curve, mechanical damage evolution of the rocklike specimen is also divided into two regions, slow-growth region and rapid-growth region. In the slow-growth region, fluctuation presents due to the presence of nonparallel end face, and it weakens with the increase of Young’s modulus. Transition between two regions is shifted to the right with the increment of end-face nonparallelism, which indicates an increase of both strain and damage threshold values.

(5) Based on energy density evolution and mechanical damage evolution analyses, maximum end-face nonparallelism can be controlled within 0.20%, namely, the allowable processing deviation is 0.05 mm for 25 mm height rocklike specimen. The suggested allowable processing deviation is twice the value in ISRM suggested methods, which reduces the cost and time for processing rocklike specimens.
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